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The new vehicle, used
vehicle, service and
parts departments
ALL benefit from a
strong and vibrant
dealership Business
Office.

f-iresource.com
is dedicated to assisting dealerships in
improving this critical
department by providing a wealth of the
industry’s latest F&I
news, information
pertaining to F&I
products and
sources, training and
tools.
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Final Coat’s continued
success story:
In the fall of 2011,
Final Coat developed a
new product that its
dealers could offer
their customers that
was developed based
on customer needs.
Ryan Peek, President
of CAP Dealer Services,
was pleased with the
response and subsequent success of their
‘Final Coat Plus’ program. The program
offers customers 5 areas of protection and
warranties:

1. Dent & ding repair
2. Key-fob replacement
3. Windshield protection
4. Interior ‘rip, tear
or burn’ repair/replacement
5. Tire and Rim protection
In a recent interview
with Ryan Peek, he
claimed that “It’s an
affordable solution
that was founded on

value to the customer
and therefore, an
easy sell for Business
Managers. Apart
from being a standalone product to sell,
it can be used as a
closing tool and it’s
an easy sell on lease
transactions.”
Final Coat has always
brought innovative
products to dealers.
Their patented Electromagnetic AntiCorrosion Module
Cont’d on page 3...

Window tinting has growing appeal:
Window tinting has
become a popular and
profitable product to
offer customers in Business Offices today.

►UV Blockage protects
people, pets & the interior leather/upholstery

Customer Benefits:

►Provides more safety
should the glass be broken – the film will help
keep the glass held together

Manufacturer Extended
Warranty Program
update:

4

►Provides an element
of privacy and security

Training Schedule:

4

►Provides the vehicle
with a far more sporty
appearance

►Provides more safety
by reducing glare

►Reduces heat buildup

There are several popular choices out there
today. Be sure to do
your research before
you start selling it. Metallic films can interfere
with navigation systems on vehicles and
radio reception.
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Improve profitability on lease transactions:

SALES TIP:
When taking a
credit application,
build more rapport
with your client by
asking questions
about their family,
occupation and
recreation. By doing
so, you’ll discover a
wealth of
information that
you can use to tailor
your presentations
and valuable
information that
you can use to close
a product sale or
use as a rebuttal.

There are many dealerships that enjoy high lease penetration levels but
suffer with regards to the back-end
profitability of those transactions.
One area to focus on with a customer
is minimizing their cost of ownership.
In last month’s issue, we provided
you with tips and strategies to increase your excess wear & tear
waiver sales. Consider these other
vehicle protection products and warranties to offer your customers:

 Tire and rim warranty
 Dent and ding warranty
 Key fob replacement
 Windshield repair/replacement
 Interior ‘rip, tear or burn’
 Rewards program

Be sure to present extended warranty options; many customers may
be higher kilometre drivers and their
factory comprehensive warranty will
run out sooner leaving them exposed
to mechanical repairs.
Vehicle appearance and protection
products like paint, interior and stone
guard protection could be presented
in a package to offer a lease customer
value. Window tinting is growing in
popularity and also another consideration.
Lease protection for illness, injury,
loss of employment and a waiver of
excess wear & tear can be offered as
a menu. “The lender will want to
know what level of lease protection
you would like to register on your
lease today. I’ll review what you are
eligible for so you can make an informed decision..which ones work
best for you?”

Stone Guard proving popular:
Over years and without this protection, stone chips will riddle the
front of a vehicle and the exposed
metal surfaces will start to rust.
Rust will occur on any exposed
metal surface that contains iron
when expose to water and air-it's
called oxidation. This type of rust
is not covered under most manufacturers’ corrosion warranties
and causes the front of the vehicle
to become unattractive and unsightly.
Many of the vehicles that are
traded into dealerships today must
have their front hoods and bumpers repainted for this very reason
and the cost of restoration can
cost upwards of $1000. This cost

reduces trade-in
values every time. A clear tough
and durable adhesive is carefully
applied to the front of a vehicle to
protect it from the stones, pebbles, sand or gravel that are
thrown up from vehicles driving in
front. Adhesive applications take
about an hour, are clean and can
be done at the dealership minimizing out-sourcing. This represent
gross profit for service as well.
Stone guard or chip guard can be
sold as a stand-alone product or in
a vehicle appearance package and
maintains a high
level of appeal with
many customers.
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Final Coat’s continued
success story:
leverages AC technology using
radio frequency to protect a vehicle against corrosion. “In an
era where going ‘green’ is preferred, this technology is unique
and very saleable,” according to
Ryan.
Xzilon is an aviation grade paint
protection that has massive customer appeal. “It’s a far more
robust product that comes with a

(Cont’d from page 1)

10 year warranty with no reapplication maintenance required; and you can’t buy it
off the shelf in stores.”
Ryan indicated that their success is not solely founded on
the quality products that
they provide to customers
but also by the support that
they offer their dealers and
Business Managers.

Final Coat provides training
for their Business Managers
through Wye Management
twice a year in 4 territories
and their field representatives are trained quarterly.
“We practice what we preach.
Our mission is to make our
dealers’ Business Offices more
productive and profitable and
fortunately, we continue to
accomplish just that.”
To find out more about Final
Coat, visit their website at
finalcoat.com or contact Ryan
Peek at (416) 453-6905 /
ryan@capdealerservices.com.

Use non-mechanical features, benefits
and savings to sell more extended warranties:
Mobility is no longer a privilege for
most of your customer but rather
a necessity. The rental vehicle assistance that most extended warranties offer your customers is a
huge selling feature that needs to
be stressed upon in any presentation.
Trip interruption is also a common
feature that offers your customers
added non-mechanical benefits.
Some extended warranty suppliers
offer enhanced coverage to include medical assistance while
traveling and a loss of employment
benefit! Most customers realize
than an extended warranty will
pay for mechanical repairs but are
unaware of the non-mechanical

benefits that are offered.
When you start your next warranty presentation, start out by
reviewing the coverage that is on
the vehicle and especially the
limitations. This will create a
need and curiosity. Now introduce your solution and grab your
customer’s attention with some
terrific non-mechanical features
and benefits and “WOW” them.
You’ll see how more receptive
they’ll be at registering one of
the plans they are eligible to register.
A recent on-line search at
C.A.A.’s website revealed that a
‘Premier’ membership costs

$137 annually and an additional $108 for a second
person on the account—
plus tax of course. The
coverage is honoured for
individual members and not
the vehicle. While this type
of roadside assistance provides valuable coverage, it’s
pale in comparison with the
robust coverage your extended warranties provide.
Consider showing the savings by comparing the cost
of maintaining a C.A.A.
membership past the
manufacturer’s warranty
period .
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Try to learn something new
from everyone you meet.
No matter who it is, no
matter what level they’re at,
people always know something they can teach you.

Manufacturers’ Extended Warranty
Program Update: Spring 2012
OVER 24.8 THOUSAND ADDITIONAL OEM WARRANTIES SOLD SINCE 2009
Dealers are starting to step back and are taking a collective interdepartmental
look at their Dealerships. A customer may be viewed on a profit/deal basis, a
profit/car ownership basis or a profit/lifetime basis. These views are not synonymous. For example, one area that has come under scrutiny is Business
Office offerings. While it may look more attractive to sell a Rust Proofing package for more profit on a deal than selling a Manufacturers’ Extended Warranty, the long-term benefits shed a different perspective on the REAL value of
a Warranty.
Every Dealer/GM should be able to figure out that after a basic warranty expires, retention increases roughly 300% for customers with a warranty when
compared to those without a warranty. Using their own Dealership’s numbers
will show that the fixed operations profit of a customer with a warranty is just
over $2,400 per V.I.N. (this will vary according to Brand) As well, a Dealer/GM
should be able to assign a soft numeric value to the increased retention and
repeat sales’ increase for customers with a warranty measured against those
without. For example, a customer who needed a new transmission who did
have an extended warranty paid the deductible and drove a free rental is
much more likely to buy the same brand of vehicle than the customer who
paid retail for the repair. The combination of increased repeat purchases
when added to higher service absorption rates gives the Dealer/GM the information they need to prioritize the products/programs sold in the Business
office. In the example above, a Manufacturers’ Extended Warranty is worth
many thousands of dollars to the Dealership where a rust package is just a
one-time profit.
Another point of interest is that Canadian Tire, the Dealers single largest fixed
operations competitor, is underway creating new ‘30 bay Super-Stores’. With a
focus on ‘customer experience’ including drive through customer service and
detailing, these 485 National stores are targeting YOUR customers. Canadian
Tire needs to fill these stalls and they don’t sell vehicles! A Manufacturers’
Extended Warranty keeps the customer coming back to the Dealership. How
does the XWRP help?
Firstly XWRP was designed by the Board of Directors of Co-Auto (a Dealer buying group of roughly 1200 Dealerships). If you could present two warranty
options to your customer, one with a full refund if they don’t use the warranty
and the other just a traditional warranty, would you sell more warranties? In
the past couple of years, hundreds of Dealerships have answered ‘Yes!’ and
their warranty penetration numbers support their response. WITH or WITHOUT
Xwrp, your Manufacturers’ Extended Warranties are the single most profitable
product in your Business Office. Which product should you present first?
For more information, visit xwrp.ca.

What would an extra $500+ per vehicle do for your bottom
line in 2012? Make the call to find out how it can be done!

Entry Level
Business Manager’s
Program
May 28th - June 1st
Toronto
18889936468
wyemanagement.com

In-Dealership Training, Coaching and Consulting
Let our professional trainers work with your
Business Managers and show them the secrets and
short-cuts to soaring profits - it’s what we do!
Call Anne Preston at 18889936468
or e-mail apreston@wyemanagement.com

